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Irreducible gauge theories in both the Lagrangian and Hamiltonian versions of the Sp(2)-
covariant quantization method are studied. Solutions to generating equations are obtained
in the form of expansions in power series of ghost and auxiliary variables up to the 3d order
inclusively.
1. Introduction





formalisms are based on the idea of a
special type of global supersymetry, the so-called BRST (Becchi { Rouet
{ Stora { Tyutin) symmetry:
7 8
It turns out, however, that the BRST in-
variance requirement for a theory may be strengthened by a requirement
of extended BRST invariance. The extended BRST symmetry transforma-
tions (have been discussed in part in Refs. 9{12) include both the BRST
and anti-BRST transformations (in the Yang { Mills theories the anti-BRST
symmetry has been introduced in Refs. 13{14) with the fermion parame-
ters of the BRST and anti-BRST transformations to form a nature doublet
under the global symplectic group Sp(2) (see for example Ref. 12).
The quantization rules based on the extended BRST symmetry prin-
ciple for general gauge theories in both the Lagrangian and Hamiltonian
formalisms (the Sp(2)-covariant quantization method) have been recently
proposed:
15 20
Namely, in Refs. 15{17 an Sp(2)-covariant formulation of the

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2BV (Batalin { Vilkovisky) Lagrangian quantization method
2; 3
for general
gauge theories of any stage reducibility has been developed. In its turn, the
corresponding Hamiltonian version, being the Sp(2)-covariant formulation
of the BFV (Batalin { Fradkin { Vilkovisky) generalized canonical quanti-
zation method
4 6
for arbitrary any-stage reducible dynamical systems with
both rst- and second-class constraints, has been suggested in Refs. 18{20.
Note in this connection that for the rst time the BFV method has been
applied to an analysis of the extended BRST symmetry in Ref. 11. It should
be also pointed out that in Ref. 12 in the case of dynamical systems sub-
ject to rst-class constraints with constant structural coetients, there has
been obtained the unitarizing Hamiltonian
4 6
invariant under the extended
BRST symmetry transformations for an arbitrary choice of the gauge.
The global symplectic group Sp(2) providing a basis for the quantization
rules
15 20
plays the key role in the formalism proposed and demonstrates
the advantages it yields. That is to say, in Refs. 16, 19 it is shown that
ghost and auxiliary variables for any-stage reducible eld theory in both
the Lagrangian (elds of the total conguration spase) and Hamiltonian
(generalized momenta and coordinates) versions form components of com-
pletely symmetric tensors under the group Sp(2).
It is noteworthy that the sets of canonical variables in the framework





coincide. Meanwhile, the set of variables (specically, the one of antields)
in the Sp(2)-covariant version
15 17
of the Lagrangian quantization method
is redundant with respect to the set of variables in the standard version:
2; 3
The basic objects in the Hamiltonian version of the Sp(2)-covariant quan-






while the Lagrangian version is based on the boson functional
S:
15 17
The objects concerned satisfy gauge algebra generating equations
15 20
and permit constructing the quantum action of a theory. Proof of the ex-





versions as well as descrip-
tion of arbitrariness in the solutions are given in Refs. 15, 17, 18, 20.
In this paper we shall restrict ourselves to consideration of irreducible
gauge theories only. Namely, there are studied arbitrary dynamical sys-
tems with lineary independent rst-class constraints in the Hamiltonian
version
18 20
and general gauge theories with lineary independent genera-
tors of gauge transformations in the Lagrangian version:
15 17
The explicit
solutions to the generating equations
15 20
are obtained in the form of ex-
pansions in power series of ghost and auxiliary variables up to the third
order inclusively. It is shown that in the Sp(2)-covariant formulation
15 20
of both the BV and BFV quantization methods, solutions to the generating
equations are completely dened by the gauge algebra structural relations
as they are in the standard formulation:
2 6
Note, from the perturbation theory viewpoint, that the solutions ob-
tained are quite sucient for all practical purposes of the eld theory. In-
deed, an application of the perturbation theory implies one's knowledge of
propagators and interaction vertices. The propagators are dened by kernels
of dierential operators present in the kinetic part of the quantum action.
One has, therefore, apart from the initial classical action, to have at one's
disposal the rst approximation for the quantum action. The interaction
vertices, in turn, are dened by the higher approximations (along with the
above-mentioned ones) for solutions to the generating equations. Since the
majority of the eld theory calculations are at best the two-loop ones, the
approximations up to the 3d order turn out to provide such calculations.
Moreover, in the number of gauge theories with a closed algebra, the iter-
ations concerned yield, in both the Lagrangian and Hamiltonian versions,
an exact form for the quantum action. It is these considerations that made
us seek solutions to the generating equations of the Sp(2)-covariant quanti-
zation method with an accuracy up to the 3d order in ghost and auxiliary
variables.
4In this paper we use the condensed notations
21
and designations of Refs. 15{
20. The derivatives with respect to generalized momenta or antields are
always understood as left and those with respect to the corresponding con-


















. The Grassmann parity of a certain quantity
A is denoted "(A) and the new ghost number
15 20
{ ngh(A).
We make use of the standard denition
22
of the Poisson superbracket in



































The superbracket (1.1) possesses the standart algebraic properties among
which we only point out the Jacobi identity
ffF;Gg; Hg( 1)
"(F )"(H)
+ cycl:perm:(FGH)  0: (1.2)
The indices of the global symplectic group Sp(2) are denoted a, b, c, : : : ,
and assume two values a = 1; 2. The invariant tensor of the group Sp(2),













2. The Solution of Equations for H, 

a
It may be convinient to remind the reader about the key points of the
Hamiltonian version of the Sp(2)-covariant quantization method:
18 20
To do












() and by the set of lineary inde-





























where the structural coetients U
























































introducing the gauge in the framework of the standard formulation of the
generalized canonical quantization method.
The boson functionH and the fermion functions 

a
introduced in Ref. 18







g = 0; fH;

a
g = 0; (2.4)


























































where  is the boson function xing a concrete choice of admissible gauge.
An essential property of the unitarizing HaimltonianH (2.6) is its invariance









is an Sp(2) doublet of constant Grassmann parameters of extended




transformations (2.7) are nilpotent.
For the theory in question with the Hamiltonian H (2.6), the generat-




















As a consequence of invariance of the total Hamiltonian under the trans-
formations (2.7), the vacuum functional Z

 Z(0) is independent
18
on
the choice of the gauge function . Indeed, one can readily establish that
any change of the gauge  !  +  in the functional integral (2.8) for
I = 0 can be compensated by the change of the integration variables (2.7)

















, and therefore, the S matrix is gauge invariant in the
Hamiltonian version of the Sp(2)-covariant quantization method.
7In Ref. 18 it is shown that one can seek solutions to Eqs. (2.4) in the

























having required the Grassmann parity and the new ghost number to be













































































; n  1; (2.12)
where the operators W
a



































































































the symbol f; g
k
denotes the kth order for the superbracket f; g in power
























being the compatibility conditions for Eqs. (2.11), (2.12).
Let us give the explicit solutions to Eqs. (2.11), (2.12) when n = 1; 2
in the case of dynamical systems with irreducible rst-class constraints de-




(2.10), as it follows







































It is convinient, seeking the solution to Eqs. (2.12) with the right-hand side
(2.17), to make use of the following decomposition of an Sp(2) tensor of



















































form respectively the symmetric and antisymmetric tensors of rank two






























9Then, with allowance made for the involution relations (2.1), we nd from





























Solving Eqs. (2.11) with the right-hand side (2.20) is as follows. It
is necessary to choose such a function X
1
as to produce all (or several)
structures present in D
a
1










































coincide. One readily observes that the second summand in (2.22) is repro-
duced by applying W
a







































that one can choose the solution to Eqs. (2.11) with the right-hand side






















The method of solving Eqs. (2.12) with the right-hand side (2.21) is
quite analogus to the one considered above. To this end, it suces to apply
the operators W
a
























































































In (2.24) we made allowance for the generalized antisymmetry property (2.2)
of the gauge algebra structural coetients U








































Consequently, the solution to Eqs. (2.12) with the right-hand side (2.21)




































































































































































































































































































here we made use of the denition (2.18) and the properties (2.19).
Let us now introduce, for the sake of convinience, the following decom-

































































































is a symmetric tensor of rank three under the group Sp(2). From the de-




































it is necessary to make use of the







































































+ cycl:perm:()  0: (2.31)
The relations (2.30), (2.31) follow respectively from the Jacobi identities





































+ cycl:perm:()  0:
Then, by virtue of lineary independence of the constraints T

, we conclude


































































































































From (2.33), (2.34) with allowance made for the properties (2.29), there

























































































































































































To solve Eqs. (2.11) with the right-hand side (2.35) it is necessary to take














. In turn, solving Eqs. (2.12) with the right-hand
side (2.36) involves making use of the relations (2.34) with allowance made



































are quite similar to each other.
Now, turnig ourselves to solution of the equations for H
2
, note that the

























could be reproduced by applying the operatorsW
a

























































































































































































































It is clear from analysis of summands in the right-hand side (2.37) that the
structures present there could be reproduced by applying the operators W
a






















































































































































































































The explicit form of the functions H
[2]





(2.25), (2.39) obtained above enables us to consider the solution of Eqs.
(2.11) for H
3
. To this end, it is necessary, as before, to turn ourselves to





















































































































































































Validity of (2.40), (2.41) follows from the structural relations (2.33), (2.34)








































































































































































Then, taking into account the denition (2.27) and the properties (2.29),
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Eqs. (2.11) for H
3
are solved




, taking into account the gauge algebra structural relations (2.33),
(2.34), (2.40), (2.42), and the properties of structural coetients (2.2),


















































































































































































:(2:43)In view of (2.43) and
the results obtained above (2.23), (2.25), (2.38), (2.39), we conclude that
in the framework of the Sp(2)-covariant version of generalized canonical
quantization, as well as in its standard formulation, solutions to the gen-
erating equations are completely dened by the gauge algebra structural


































); 0  n  4





































); 0  n  4satisfy the gauge algebra generating equations
(2.4) up to the 3d order inclusively. As regards the description of arbitrari-
ness in the solutions to the generating equations, note that this question
has been thoroughly studied in Ref. 18.
Concluding, let us consider the special case of dynamical systems with





























Then the functions H and 

a






















































































In a particular case of dynamical systems of rank 1 with a closed algebra
where all the constraints T

are boson functions (i. e. "

= 0), this result
coincide with the exact solution to the generating equations for the func-
tions H and 

a
, obtained in Ref. 12.
3. The Solution of Equations for S
Now, turning to the Lagrangian version of the Sp(2)-covariant quanti-





































. Let us now introduce, in ac-







whose manifest structure is determined by the fact whether the set of gen-
erators is lineary independent (irreducible theories) or lineary dependent
(reducible theories). In what follows we shall restrict ourselves to consider-
ation of irreducible theories. The total conguration space of the theories












) = 0 ; ngh(C
a
) = 1 ; ngh(B

) = 2 (3.2)
on account of extention of the initial conguration space A
{
by introduc-













































































play the role of sources of BRST and anti-BRST trans-




are the sources of mixed BRST and
anti-BRST transformations.
The basic object in the Lagrangian version of Sp(2)-covariant quanti 
zation
15;17



















= L(A) : (3.4)
In (3.3) we used designation ( ; )
a
for an extended antibracket
15
introduced

























































as well as the
properties of the extended antibracket are studied in detail in Ref. 15, and
we shall not discuss here these questions.
The generating functional of the Green's functions Z(J) for the elds of
















































































), F = F ()
20





) is a solution to Eqs.(3.3) with
the boundary condition (3.4).
An impotant property of the integrand in Eqs.(3.6) for J
A
= 0 is its





































= 0 ; (3.7)
where 
a
is a doublet of constant anticommuting Grassmann parameters.
The transformations (3.7) realize the extended BRST transformations in








The symmetry of the vacuum functional Z(0) under the transformations
(3.7) permits establishing the independence of the S matrix on the choice
of a gauge. Indeed, suppose Z
F
 Z(0). We shall now change the gauge
F ! F +F . In the functional integral for Z
F+F
we make the change of



















and therefore the S matrix is gauge invariant.
Next, the extended BRST symmetry permits deriving the Ward identities













  = 0 :
The identities for   provide a basis for establishing the gauge invariant
renormalizability of the general gauge theories in the framework of the
Sp(2)- covariant quantization:
17
In Refs. 15, 17 there is proved the existence theorem for solution to Eqs.




























) are supposed to be regular with respect
to all the variables. In particular, the tree (classical) approximation S
(0)













= 0 : (3.8)
In what follows we shall concentrate our attention upon Eqs. (3.8). One
can seek solution to Eqs. (3.8) in the form of expansion in power series of























having required the new ghost number and the Grassmann parity to be


















The requirement of the new ghost number conservation leads to the fact
that S
n







. In Ref. 15 it is
shown that the rst approximation S
1









































; n  1 ; (3.11)
where the operators W
a





























































are constucted from S
k

























the symbol ( ; )
a
k
denotes the kth order for the extended antibracket in















being the compability conditions for Eqs. (3.11).
Let us obtain the explicit solutions to Eqs. (3.11) when n = 1; 2 in the
case of general gauge theories described by the action L(A) invariant under












































































Consider here the solution of Eqs. (3.11) for S
2
. To do this we shall make
use of the decomposition (2.18) of an Sp(2) tensor of rank two, constructed
from C
a
. Then, by virtue of the properties (2.19) and the algebra of



























































































































Solving Eqs. (3.11) for S
2
































































Hence we nd that the rst summand in (3.17) present in (3.16) as well. In



































































































































consists in consideration of W
a
























































































































































































































































































































































































(3.22) one has to
make use of the generalized antisymmetry properties (3.15) of the gauge






(A) with allowance made for



































































































































veried directly. Making an analysis similar to the one discussed above for
each summand present in (3.24), consider W
a








































) = 0. Consequently, the solution
to Eqs. (3.11) with F
a
2































































































Consider now the solution of Eqs. (3.11) for S
3
. It is convinient, as
mentioned above, to seek the solution with allowance made for the decom-




In solving Eqs. (3.11) for S
3
it is necessary to employ subsequent struc-
tural relations of the gauge algebra
23



































































































































In Ref. 23 it is shown that Eq.(3.27) leads to the conclusion that there exist









































































































Then, by virtue of the gauge algebra relations (3.27), we nd from de-
























































































































































































































































































































































































































Solution to Eqs. (3.11) with the right-hand side (3.32) is sought in a way
similar to the one given in the case of S
2
, that is, by consideration of each
summond present in F
a
3
. To this end, it is necessary to employ all the
28
gauge algebra structural relations (3.1), (3.14), (3.27), (3.30), as well as the









(A) are treated with the help of the dierential consequence

















Omitting details of cumbersome algebraic calculations, we give here the

























































































































































































































































Thus, in both the standard and Sp(2)-covariant formulations of Lagrangian
BRST quantization, the generating equations give rise to the gauge algebra





. The boson functional
S
(0)







































m = 0; 1; 2; 3; 4: (3.35)
29
satises the generating equations (3.8) up to the third order inclusively.
Since arbitrariness in solution to Eqs. (3.8) is completely described in Refs.
15, 17, we omit the discussion of this question.
Consider a particular case of gauge theories of rank 1 with a closed




















































































































































































The result (3.36), (3.37) coincides with the exact solution to the generating
equations for S
(0)
obtained in Ref. 15 in the case of gauge theories of rank
1 with a closed algebra.
4. Sp(2)-covariant Quantization of the Yang-Mills Theory
It may not be out of place to illustrate general results and relations of
this paper on a basis of a simple example of a concrete gauge theory. To do
30















The Yang-Mills eld A
m
(x) is dened on the Minkovsky space and assumes



























where the Greek subscripts ,  refer to the Minkovsky space, while the
Roman subscripts k, l, m, n, p, refer to the internal symmetry group indices.
The Yang-Mills elds A
m
play the role of initial elds A
{
. The action (4.1)

































is the covariant derivative and R
mn












are the structural constants associated with the symmetry





functions. The condensed indices {,  for the theory in question are under-
stood in the form
{ = (;m; x);  = (m; x):
The structural coetients F


arising in the relations (3.14) are dened by
the group structural constants f
lmn


















also assume zero value. The total conguration space of the theory is dened


























































































) = 0; ngh(C
am






) =  1; ngh(C
m
ab



















By virtue of the manifest structure (4.1){(4.3) of the theory in question,


































































































































Since the Yang-Mills theory belongs to the theories of rank 1, the functional






is an exact solution to the generating equations.
32
Moreover, the antisymmetry properties of the structural constants f
lmn
lead
to the fact that the functional S is also a solution to Eqs. (3.3).
Consider for the theory in question the generating functional of Green's

























and taking (4.4), (4.5) into account, we obtain the following





















































Note that the integrand in Eq. (4.6) for J
A
= 0 is invariant under the
































































Now consider the Yang-Mills theory in the Hamiltonian version of Sp(2)-
covariant quantization. Note to this end that the corresponding dynamical




; ~x), the spatial










); { = (i;m; ~x); "(A
im
) = 0


































































Hence the structural coetients U


, arising in Eqs. (2.1) have the form




















are equal to zero.
















where the Grassmann parity and the new ghost number of the variables
belong to   are as follows
"(C
ma





) = 1; ngh(
m
) = 2:
The explicit form of the gauge algebra structural coetients (4.7) and the
manifest structure of the extended phase space   (4.8) enable us, with










































































Now consider, by virtue of (4.9), the generating functional of Green's
functions Z(I) (2.8) in the Hamiltonian version of Sp(2)-covariant quanti-
zation. To this end we choose the boson gauge function  in Eq. (2.6),



























assuming the corresponding sources to be equal to zero, we obtain, with




































coincide with the sets of elds of the total conguration
space (4.3) and the corresponding sources respectively. The functional L is





Eq. (4.6). Hence we conclude that for the elds of the total conguration
space in the theory (4.1){(4.2), the generating functionals of Green's func-
tions of both the Lagrangian and Hamiltonian versions of Sp(2)-covariant
quantization coincide.
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